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Abstract 

Cloud computing is multipart system of various configurable components like server, storage, networks, applications and services over 

internet. It is developing as a dominant data communicating model to understand data from users is kept on a cloud server that is 

accessible through the internet. Cloud services deliver good accessibilities for users to adore the on-demand cloud services without 

facing the local structure restrictions. So security of these data becomes very important. Access management system and Identity 

Management System are two recent techniques for keeping record of users and records of user access. We have examined several 

authentication and access control techniques in this paper. It gives overview of IAM system and how those methods are used in cloud 

data security. 
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1. Introduction 
As we all know that in today’s life personal as well as professional information is circulated over internet daily. In view of 

that security of personal data is become most significant piece of systems administration. A network security structure totally 

relies upon various data protection and their various mechanisms. All these software and/or components are run to build the 

security of the computer networks. As attack and defense improves gradually, new technology is becoming accessible because of 

privacy and security concerns. Cloud computing is a capable information technology architecture for both any organizations and 

personages. It offers huge storage for information and quicker computing to consumers. It introduces interactive standard with 

apparent benefits, with on-demand self-services, location independent resource assembling and global network access, [12].  

  

There are several cyber security threats that negotiate data into the practice of information access in the cloud systems. 

Especially when storing data with the help of third-party vendors, who could be hostile attackers themselves [2]. Identity and 

Access management is probably one among the most excellent solutions for data security over cloud. It offers great security 

services for cloud system. In this paper we have summarized various authentication and authorization techniques used in cloud. 

The primary objectives of those systems are to rise security, output to achieve the user identities, their rights, also help to 

accomplish roles groups, authentication and authorization and for decreasing charge, organizational work plus disturbance. The 

cloud computing architecture includes three functional modules are as specified below: 

 

1) Service Providers (SP): It is in charge of Cloud Storage Server (CSS), which has a lot of storage capacity for customers' 

data and a lot of processing power. 

2) Client/owner: It contains a lot of data files that are require to store in the cloud, besides it depends upon the cloud for data 

storage and computing. 

3) User: It is associated with the owner and makes use of the owner's cloud-based data. In a cloud system, users can also be 

the owners [13]. 

The greater part of the association is facilitating web administrations in cloud climate for simplicity of the board and better 

accessibility. To limit the expense factors, multi– inhabitant conditions are utilized also in the cloud based administrations. The 

serious problems in cloud system are to measure of eligible client's certifications, protection of credentials; information breaches, 
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account information capturing, and shared invention queries [20]. Notwithstanding of Cloud computing benefits, it has 

additionally expanded the threat of attacks and illegal access of information. In addition, as cloud storage is divided between 

numerous clients so there are probabilities of the unauthorized client admittance to the information [23].In cloud computing there 

can be such predictable distributed systems’ cyber-attacks like malicious codes such as Viruses, back doors, Trojan Horses, abuse 

and unethical usage of cloud computing, Denial-Of-Service attacks (DOS), Man-in the Middle attacks, uncertain application 

programming interface, and malicious insiders [10]. 

 

Data secrecy is also known as privacy. Its determination is to preserve sensitive data from falling into the wrong and 

unauthorized hands. As previously said, The most common method of ensuring data security is through encryption.. The user id 

and password protection authentication are two others. Furthermore, biometric authentication is the second form of certification. 

Data integrity refers to the fact that data should not be altered during transmission and that actions must be taken to guarantee that 

data cannot be manipulated by anyone with a malicious intent. Availability can be described as the system's capability to be used 

at all times. To avoid any conflicts, it is best to do timely hardware resource maintenance and keep the systems up to date with all 

necessary updates and upgrades. Authentication is a term that refers to the process to verify. 

 

 We have presented an overview of several identity management approaches and access control mechanisms used in the 

cloud to avoid harmful actions in this paper. The content of this paper is as follow: In order to safeguard information in a cloud 

system, Section 2 examines identity management and its different techniques. Section 3 goes through the various access control 

models in depth. Section 4 presents a thorough examination of various access restrictions. Conclusion followed by this in Section 

5. 

 

2. Identity Management 

 IDM is a policy and technology framework for ensuring the management of digital identities. It is an important part of a 

company's security architecture. The purpose is to keep internal systems and data safe by controlling access to internal technical 

resources for individual network entities (users and devices). This includes overseeing the policies and technologies that govern 

the organization.  The key to access is a digital identity. Identities contain information and attributes that characterize a job, allow 

or prevent access to a certain resource, and educate others in the organization who or what that identity belongs to, how to contact 

them if they are a person, and where they fit in the wider organizational hierarchy. The impact of establishing a brand identity can 

be felt throughout the organization. 

 

 
Fig.1 Identity Management System [18] 

Above figure represents Identity management system. It contains User, Service Provider (SP), Identity provider (IDP) and 

Identity management system (IDM). IDM and IAM are frequently used interchangeably, although identity management is more 

concerned with a user's identity, as well as the roles, permissions, and groups to which that user belongs. Passwords, biometrics, 

multi-factor authentication, and other digital identities are among the technologies used by IDM to safeguard identities. Its job is 

to keep record of and manage changes to all of the attributes and entries in the corporate repository that identify an identity. It is 

an emerging technology approach for managing information about a user's identification and controlling access to the 

organizational assets. The primary purpose of an identity management system is offering security and to increase productivity by 

reducing the expenses associated with handling user credentials. Identity management systems are equipped with tools and 

technology that make regulating user access to important information easily in an organization. 

 

2.1 authentication mechanisms 

 The practice of approving one entity through another entity is called authentication. It's used to define whether or not a 

person or an application is admissible to receive or claim benefits. Typically, the authentication can be done by software or a 

component of software. Login credentials, third-party authentication, two factor or multifactor authentications, text passwords, 

graphical passwords, biometric authentication, 3D password objects and digital device authentication are all common 

authentication mechanisms are used in a network situation [2]. 

 

(1) Physical security methods 

Physical security techniques such as access card and biometrics prevent illegal access to cloud resources and facilities by 

requiring authentication. Cloud data centers (CDCs) have recently become popular among businesses because they allow 

consumers to access their data at any time. Access cards or biometric authentication, such as fingerprint, face, iris or and palm 

print recognition, can be exploited as part of data security. Biometric access control and digital devices for authentication are 

currently employed as physical security methods [2].  
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(2)  Digital Security Methods 

 As word suggests it self it is a digital security which includes various digital aspects like digital credentials like user ID 

and passwords, OTP, PIN etc. Followings are various digital security mechanism used in cloud. 

 

 Credentials And Secure Shell Keys  

Authority, prestige, access privileges, and entitlements are all evidenced through credentials. It establishes that the user 

is permitted or deserving of access to resources and services. Using credentials such as OTP, patterns, or captchas are the classic 

methods of protecting the system against fraudulent activity. Through public-key cryptography  Secure Shell (SSH) keys assist in 

identifying the SSH server. SSH keys have the primary benefit of allowing you to connect to a server without having to submit 

your password over the internet. This stops hackers from intercepting or cracking the password. 

 

 
Fig.2 Logon Credentials [2] 

 

 Multifactor Authentication 
Another approach for securing digital assets and transactions over the Internet is multifactor authentication. Along with 

credentials, One-Time Password, Patterns and Captchas are now commonly used as supplementary authentication mechanisms. 

Over and beyond standard credential-based authentication, multifactor authentication adds an extra degree of protection. 

 
 

Fig.3 Multifactor Authentication 

The use of security questions, which is a type of shared secret, is an alternative technique of safeguarding digital assets. 

The user picks security questions from a prepared list and defines the response in this procedure. The predetermined security 

requests show on the login window during authentication, and the user is authenticated by providing the prescribed response 

together with the credentials. 

 Pin & Chips 

The traditional form of financial transaction authentication is chip and PIN. This may also be used to authenticate 

computers and services in an organization's network. The chip and PIN technique employs asymmetric encryption technology that 

encrypts and decrypts data using public and private keys. To defend against fraud, the microprocessor chip saves user data and 

security keys by creating unique transaction data. Communication between the authentication server and the client is encrypted 

and contracted using a security key contained on the chip. By using pairing keys kept on the server, the server validates the 

signature and decrypts the message. The PIN is used to verify that the client/terminal is authorized to access the chip's user data 

and keys. 

 Single Sign On (Sso) & Fedaration  

 Sometime users have to maintain multiple user ID and passwords for accessing several source or else different 

web services. Single sign on (SSO) is a feature which can be simply integrated with an Access Management system. It helps in 

the provision of a robust authentication method that allows a lawful user to log in with a single set of credential and can be 

authenticated with numerous service providers in a dispersed computer networks. The use of single sign-on methods is one viable 

option. It allows users to utilize a single password used for all applications and services. By maintaining only one credential for 

each user, it ensures safe and uninterrupted service. 

 

Fig.4 Single Sign on (SSO) [1] 
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The architecture of the Single Sign On mechanism is depicted in the diagram above, where a client seeks access to SSO. 

It permits the client to access the services/applications after authentication. SSO requires users to log in only once and then grants 

them access to the whole backend system. Users do not have to provide their user ID and password every time they visit various 

web services on cloud. OpenID ,Security Assertion Markup Language and Open Authentication offers Single Sign-On service by 

letting the Identity Provider (IdP) to send the authentication and authorization details to the Service Providers (SPs). 

 

 OpenID 

  As we discuss above that many time users access the multiple applications and it may create issue of remembering 

passwords for multiple applications. OpenID is a SSO protocol which provides solution of this problem [4]. With OpenID, a user 

may access many online apps with just one login and password. The user obtains his or her OpenID by authenticating with an 

OpenID server, and then uses the token to authenticate with online apps. . It does not disclose any user credentials or other 

important information to the service provider, such as an email address. [21].  

 

 
Fig.5 OpenID [4] 

 

 Above figure shows the working of OpenID. The user sends their OpenIDs to RP. RP identifies the OpenID provider for 

the supplied OpenID and sends the user to OpenID Provider. The user enters his password into the OpenID provider, who 

subsequently redirects the user to RP if the authentication is successful. RP has faith in the OpenID provider and is unaware of the 

user's password [4]. As the entire OpenID structure relies on the URL routing to the proper computer on internet, i.e. the OpenID 

Provider, it is particularly vulnerable to phishing attempts [19]. Phishing is a major problem with OpenID, as it is in many other 

IDMs. Even if no passwords are transferred with the security token, an attacker might deceive the user to visiting the phishing 

site, where the attacker would steal whatever security token the user provided in return for sensitive information like bank details 

or contact details. The phisher would not obtain the user's password via the spoof site, but may gain access to other information 

[18]. Google, VeriSign, PayPal,Yahoo!, Orange, IBM Microsoft, Yandex, USTREAM and AOL, are various OpenID providers. 

 

 OAuth 

 OAuth is a free and open protocol that allows users to access other websites or any applications without having to share 

their passwords with them. OAuth 2.0 is the most recent version of the protocol. 

 
Fig.6 OAuth [2] 

 To get client IDs and secrets, reliant parties (RP) must first register with the OAuth token provider. When any user 

attempts for accessing the relying party, the request is sent to the identity provider for authentication. The IdP communicates the 

OAuth client id, access token, refresh token and client secret with the user after successful authentication. OAuth 2.0 was created 

for HTTP and might be used in web-based IoT applications. 

 

 SMAL 

 SAML is an open standard protocol which allows two security areas to communicate authentication and authorization 

data. SAML is a secure XML communication protocol that allows various organizations and apps to share identities [18]. The 

validation of users with the target application is ensured by SAML. The user's credentials are not stored in SAML tokens. Data 

transmission between the identity provider (IDP) and the service provider (SP) could also be encrypted and encoded using SAML 
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(target application). Both browsers (Explorer and Firefox) and OS systems (Windows XP and Windows Communication 

Foundation) accept SAML tokens [19]. 

It guarantees that the user's access to the target application is secure. By describing and standardizing the web browser 

SSO profile, SAML offers web browser SSO and encourages interoperability. When user requests a web services from the target 

application, it makes a request to the IDP and receives authentication assertions. Considering the claim, target application 

determines the access privileges. 

 
Fig.7 SMAL [4] 

 The workings of SAML are depicted in the diagram above. In SAML, there are three participants: the user, the service 

provider, and the identity provider(IDP). When a user enters a URL for accessing an SP-provided application, the SP contacts the 

IdP. The IdP's federated identification software (FIS) verifies the User's identity. It creates a structured message containing the 

user's information and directs it to the SP's federated identity software, which checks to see if the message came from a 

recognized IdP. It then establishes a unique session for the intended user, giving them immediate access to the application. The 

entire procedure is visible to the user. Directory services such as Active Directory and LDAP are connected to the IdP. 

 

3. Access Management System 

The cloud computing environment is extremely dynamic and globally spread. For cloud access models, static policies 

will be ineffective. Access models with dynamic policies are required. Before uploading data to the cloud, the data must be 

encrypted using a cryptographic method to preserve the data's secrecy [9]. An Access Management system, based on corporate 

policy, protected object policies, and access control lists, manages the access authorization rules. All identity management 

systems of IT infrastructures and applications may be readily linked with the Access Management system. Models and methods 

for access control have been around for nearly 50 years, since the early 1970s, throughout which time they evolved dramatically 

from the ground up, from basic to sophisticated, and from theoretical to practical. Initially, access control was implemented to 

address the issue of allowing access to shared data on a mainframe [5]. 

The goal of access control is limiting an accessing business's access to an accessed item while still allowing access to 

information resources that are lawful. Access Management is primarily concerned with availability and information security. It 

provides organizations with the capacity to controlling their information and intellectual property’s availability, integrity, and 

confidentiality. As the Access Management system is really implementing the rules and obeying the protocols that are determined 

through the service approach and service design, this isn’t choosing who has access to which IT services or resources. It is not 

about making the choice, but about implementing the decision to deny access for illegal users. 

 
 

Fig.8 Process of access control mechanism [8] 

 Above Figure shows the key parts and method to create authorization choices with the help of access control. An access 

control matrix model practices a matrix for defining a system's access control strategy. The subject accesses the item in the model, 

and the system controls access using the concept of a reference monitor based on the access matrix. After the user's credentials 

have been confirmed, access management will provide the access to users requested service. Access Management is a cutting-

edge security policy management tool that allows for authentication, information security, authorization and resource 

management. 

3.1 Access Control Mechanism 

 In an automated system, an access control mechanism safeguards security by discovering and blocking illegal access 

while also allowing authorized access. System administrators utilize an automated provisioning system for building permissions 

on the basis of access control frameworks, processes and job responsibilities while a user is presented with an access management 

system. 
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(1) Mandatory Access Control 

 The conventional technique for defining user access privileges is the mandatory access control (MAC) mechanism. The 

operating system or security kernel delivers access authorization through MAC. It regulates the capacity of data owners to give or 

discard file system access privileges to clients. The system manager sets all the access control privileges, which are then enforced 

by the operating system. No access privileges can be change by clients. Each file system item has a classification label in the 

required access control paradigm, such as secret, top secret, or confidential. Although MAC provides greater protection when 

retrieving resources, it requires careful scheduling and continual observing to keep all current classification labels current. 

 
Fig.9 MAC [2] 

Above figure represents working of Mandatory Access Control. A comparable classification and clearance level is issued 

to each device and client. Clients and resources' categorization labels are determined by the security kernel. When a person or 

system accesses a resource, the operating system verifies the authorizations of user or system to define the access privileges of 

user or device. The MAC environment is less flexible when it comes to processing access privileges. 

 

(2) Discretionary Access Control 

 The Discretionary Access Control (DAC) paradigm allows object proprietors to limit access to their objects or 

information contained inside them depending on users' identities in some groups. Because the DAC model is less safe compare to 

the obligatory access control model, it’s used in places where a high level of security isn't necessary. Though, DAC is the utmost 

used model in commercial operating systems such as Windows-based platforms and UNIX as it is more versatile and easy to use 

compare to other models[10].  

 
Fig.10 DAC [2] 

 

Each user's access privileges are checked during authentication in DAC by verifying the username and password. The 

owner decides the privileges of access, therefore DACs are discretionary. In the DAC, The owner of a file or data is in charge of 

the data access policies. However, DAC offers greater versatility than MAC. DAC has a lower level of security than MAC. 

  

(3) Role Based Access Control 

 Organizations choose the role-based access control model because it is more controllable and adaptable than other access 

control models. A pre-determined access rights sets or application roles is used to specify and regulate the degree of authorization 

in this architecture [7]. It is a natural approach for organizations and companies to restrict access to resources. RBAC is motivated 

by the idea that "a subject's duty is essential than  who the subject is” [10]. A subject can have several roles or be a member of 

multiple groups under the RBAC paradigm. 
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Fig.11 RBAC [2] 

 

 Different RBAC factors, such as user-roles, role permissions, and role-role linkages, determine user permissions. 

Application/technical roles and organizational roles are the two kinds of roles. An application/technical role combines several 

application-specific entitlements or task-based permissions, and its scope is confined to the app in question. In companies with a 

high number of users and permissions, RBAC provides administration security. Role assignment, permission authorization and 

role authorization are three primary rules to assign permission to a specific user in RBAC. These rules determine which users 

have access to data and what rights they have. The primary drawback of RBAC is that assigned responsibilities might change over 

time, necessitating an actual environment to monitor and confirms the modifications [2]. 

 

 

(4) Task Based Access Control  

 One of the access control mechanisms at the granular level is task based access control. Each action, job or process 

characterized by a task requires a unique access authorization. This approach can handle complicated access conditions and assess 

whether access permissions should be given or refused. The maintenance of a high number of entitlement sets is a key problem 

with the entitlement access control paradigm. Users must also submit individual requests for each entitlement and get approval. 

Other hierarchical access control model like attribute-based control and role-based access control can be represented and 

implemented using the entitlement or task based access control paradigm [2]. 

 

(5) Attribute Based Access Control  

 Among the most popular versatile and scalable access control models is attribute-based access control. User qualities, 

resource attributes, environmental circumstances, and organizational regulations are all taken into account in this approach for 

determining user access credentials. It makes access decisions based on a collection of qualities linked with a requester or a 

resource to be accessed [10]. 

 
Fig.12 ABAC [2] 

 

Subject attributes, object attributes, environmental attributes, resource attributes are all examined. Each user's 

responsibilities and privileges are pre-defined in the ABAC model. It addresses a slew of permission issues, ensures efficient 

regulatory compliance, and provides for implementation flexibility. It is necessary to obtain the information from many resources 

and analyze it alongside some access discovery criteria in order to check the user permission for each and every job in the 

applications. This procedure has an effect on the application's performance. The ABAC paradigm has the disadvantage of being 

difficult to implement. 
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4. Analysis of Access Control Models 

 In this division we present comparative analysis of above mentioned access control models based on various factors like 

security, confidentiality, flexibility, constraint, management etc. This is useful to understand advantages and disadvantages of 

these models. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of various Access control models 

 

FACTOR MAC DAC RBAC TBAC ABAC 

Security Yes No No No No 

Confidentiality Yes Yes No No No 

Flexibility No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Minimum privilege Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Duty separation Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Description Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Granularity Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Constraint Yes No Yes No Yes 

Dynamic No Yes No Yes Yes 

Compatible  No Yes Yes No Yes 

Expansible No Yes No Yes Yes 

Management  Yes No Yes No No 

 

5. Conclusion 

 Cloud computing is a new technology which quickly becoming the best dependable way to store and safeguard data. 

Even while a cloud-based system has so many benefits, it has certain security concerns about the data it stores. In this paper, we 

have studied the different authentication techniques for identity management. In this we have analyzed that SSO is provided by 

OpenID for apps that are accessible to the general public. OAuth is a protocol that allows different services and apps to 

communicate with each other. Enterprises mostly utilize SAML for SSO. We have also analyzed various access control models. 

MAC and DAC are basic and easy to implement but they are not highly recommended because of less flexibility and less security 

respectively. Among above mentioned access control models Role based access control (RBAC) is highly preferable and broadly 

used model. 
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